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Brandon D. LUNDY is the Associate Director (interim) of the PhD Program in International Conflict Management and Assistant Professor of Anthropology at Kennesaw State University. He is a specialist in ethnography, cultural anthropology, Portuguese-speaking West Africa (Cape Verde and Guinea-Bissau), and the Atlantic World. His current research interests include the impact of globalization on livelihood strategies, food systems, and cultural identity in Guinea-Bissau. Dr. Lundy recently coedited Teaching Africa: A Guide to the 21st-Century Classroom (IUP, 2013) with Dr. Solomon Negash. He has published in Ethnopolitics (2012), Culture, Agriculture, Food and Environment (CAFÉ) (2012), Migration Letters (2011), and the Anthropology News (2010).



Overview

• Geography 
Performance 
Standards: Sociology
• Culture and Social 

Structure
• Socialization and 

Social Control
• Social Inequalities and 

Change

• THEMES:
• diffusion and adaptation; 

cooking, cuisine, and 
consumption patterns; 
food and religion; food 
as communication; food 
preference; environment 
and economy; 
classifying food; food as 
social relations; food and 
identity; food and 
power/status. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This session offers curriculum ideas for the Sociology Georgia Performance Standards of Culture and Social Structure, Socialization and Social Control, and Social Inequalities and Change. This session also provides educational materials for other disciplinary tracks including history, biology, economics, psychology, geography, and anthropology. Foodways are shaped by basic nutritional needs, environment (including the global landscape), and preferences, which are subject to cultural and social forces. The study of foodways is an ideal educational platform to conceptualize society since they are universal (everyone eats), well documented in both time and space, and always contain a patterned logic. By focusing on West Africa, this session explores continuities and discontinuities in the regional food systems. Themes will include, but are not limited to, diffusion and adaptation; cooking, cuisine, and consumption patterns; food and religion; food as communication; food preference; environment and economy; classifying food; food as social relations; food and identity; food and power/status. Each of these themes can be expanded to suite particular classroom needs. The session presents “food for thought” in developing specific curricula. Resources will include images and video selections, readings, recipes, and a cultural case study, the Nalú of Guinea-Bissau. The take-away message from this session is that by exploring the foodways of West Africa, students can come to better understand how ALL people are shaped by their biology, environment, society, and culture.



West Africa

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fill in the blank: The study of foodways is useful to help us better understand _________________________? (cultural identity; history; economics and trade; tastes and preferences; healthcare; social status, environment; religion, communication; customs (e.g., hospitality); avoidances (i.e., taboos); categorization/classification; commodification; …)How many of our foodways are determined by biology, how many by culture? (Nature versus Nurture) Who developed the staple foods that support us? Who created the wondrous variety and complexity of cuisines that so greatly enrich our lives. No one knows the names of these great inventors who gave us the benefit of their insight, brilliance, creativity, and labor. Human foodways are a complex result of the interaction of human nutritional needs, ecology, human logic or lack of it, and historical accident. Humans make food, but, as Karl Marx said of history, “they do not make it just as they please” (Marx 1986:276). They construct their foodways within limits set by biology, economics, and psychology.Our basic nutritional needs, and some very broad preferences, are set by biology. Environment can modify the needs somewhat, but cannot change the basic biology. Preferences, however, are notoriously subject to cultural and social forces.Foodways provide us with an almost perfect case study in social theory in being universal (everybody eats), well recorded, and usually highly structured.Much of West Africa’s population remains in the countryside and predominately subsistence-based, in which the concerns are for survival, not profit. At the same time, ancient trade networks continue to infiltrate every nook of the continent. These pragmatic environmental and institutional concerns, such as food spoilage from rodents, humidity, or insects or transportation woes limiting access to distant markets for trade or profit due to lack of roads, vehicles, and refrigeration help shape West African foodways just as much as historical contacts with North Africa and the Arab world, the Euro-American influences of the Atlantic World, and most recently, the renewed interest to open up new markets by rapidly developing countries including Nigeria, South Africa, Brazil, and much of Asia. 



Food and West African History

Presenter
Presentation Notes
West African foods should not be a mystery to Americans, for it is form here that the slaves brought to North America the tastes and cooking methods that are now so deeply entrenched as to be considered part of American regional cookery. Georgian and South Carolina rice was transformed into delectable casseroles after it was served with black-eyed peas (called Hoppin’ John), plantains, yams, or peanuts. Coarse leafy greens, long considered cattle food, came to the Southern table glistening with bacon fat, spicy with onions and garlic and tender from slow cooking. Southern gumbo dishes are derived from okro or gombo – West African names for okra. In fact, grilled meats and fish and varieties of vegetables and beans introduced by the African cooks extended the Southern American diet incredibly. Which foods found in the southern United States diffused from West Africa? Examples?



Cape Verde: A long history of drought and 
famine

Brooks, G. E. (2006). Cabo Verde: Gulag of the South Atlantic: Racism, Fishing 
Prohibitions, and Famines. History in Africa 33:101-135.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During times of drought and famine in the Cape Verde colony, it is documented that the Portuguese would import sugarcane and not food providing the indigenous populations with rum to drown their sorrows. 



Cachupa

Rodrigues, I. P. F. (2008). From silence to silence: The hidden story of a 
beef stew in Cape Verde. Anthropological Quarterly, 81(2), 343-376.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your meal is the maid’s meal, said the Dona while she instructed me on how to make lunch for the rest of the family. She counted how many pieces of beef there were to make sure I had none. I thought— mi é fidju di Deus, ka sin? (I am also a God’s child, right?)—Why can’t I have some? As the meat simmered, I took just a chunk to taste. But I could not resist. One by one I started to suck on every single piece of beef. Afterwards, I returned each piece to the pot. When she came home she counted the meat again and was happy to see that all the meat pieces were in there. There you go—I thought—I had the best of them but count them if you want—they are all yours (Justina, Praia, July 2006).This article engages the cultural continuities that bridge a colonial past of famine with a present context of emerging food vulnerabilities in the urban peripheries of Cape Verde. Merging a historical and ethnographic lens, this work interrogates: Is the present silence about food vulnerability different from past silences regarding famine? How do we interpret present discourses surrounding food when these often conceal rather than reveal food vulnerabilities? How can we bridge the past history of famines (which disproportionately affected the rural poor) with emerging food vulnerabilities in the urban areas where the repetition of rice meals accounts for the bulk of survival?Food security is an extremely important topic throughout West Africa!



Recipes
• http://www.sos-

usa.org/recipes/Africa/P
ages/default.aspx?gclid
=COjBt8j-
oroCFUVp7AodYGgAjA

• http://allrecipes.com/rec
ipes/world-
cuisine/african/west-
african/

• http://www.youtube.co
m/playlist?list=PLD890
AFE249C4D054

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first two links are to West African recipes. The third is an 8 min. video for Jollof rice. (pay attention to preparation and ingredients) The picture is of a Cape Verdean woman making Cachupa.

http://www.sos-usa.org/recipes/Africa/Pages/default.aspx?gclid=COjBt8j-oroCFUVp7AodYGgAjA
http://allrecipes.com/recipes/world-cuisine/african/west-african/
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLD890AFE249C4D054


•
Jollof Rice

Ingredients
• 1 pound parboiled rice 
• 1 can tomato puree-400 grams 
• 1 onion, sliced 
• 3 cloves garlic 
• 4 teaspoons olive oil 
• 6 small or 3 large red bell 

peppers, seeded and sliced 
• 1 bunch thyme, leaves picked 
• 1 teaspoon white pepper 
• 8 chicken bouillon cubes 

(recommended: Maggi or Goya) 

Directions
• With blender, blend tomatoes, 

onions, red pepper, and garlic 
until smooth. Add bouillon 
cubes, thyme and white 
pepper.

Fufu / Ugali (see Ryan 
Ronnenberg’s chapter 
6 in Teaching Africa)
http://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=6oOFXlK4i
oY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ronnenberg, in his chapter on Ugali, shows the importance of food and foodways in relation to marriage, identity, social relations, social status, and social organization. He also demonstrates how cooking can be used as a pedagogical tool to transmit cultural information and cross-cultural understanding.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6oOFXlK4ioY


Cape Verde Recipes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are a few of my favorite Cape Verdean dishes.



Common West African Ingredients

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Greens, salt, bullion, peppers, tomatoes, onions, palm oil, … How can we explain the inclusion of certain foodstuffs into the West African diet? (natural preservatives, antimicrobials – prevents spoilage, preference, environmental constraints, …)



Palm Oil

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In September 2007, I prepared two servings of bonto with the Nalú women of my household.  The ingredients were: (1) five cups of boiled palm fruit, (2) one green mango or one-quarter cup lemon juice, (3) salt (to taste), (4) one bouillon cube, (5) one onion, and (6) one-quarter cup of malgueta chili peppers (P. malagueta; Capsicum frutescens).  I began by boiling a fish with salt in a separate pot.  Next, I boiled the palm fruit in water.  After about 20 minutes, I squeezed and strained the fruit and added a peeled green mango.  After it cooked down, I pulled the mango, separated the fruit from its pit, and then re-added it to the sauce.  I then crushed the malgueta in a small wooden pestle and mortar to remove the seeds.  Next, I added the sliced onion, bouillon cube, and malgueta.  Finally, I added salt to taste and the fish.Students can do similar type video projects about a particular foodway/cuisine!






Food and Socioeconomic Status – The Mali 
Case

Koenig, D. (2006). Food for the Malian middle class: an invisible cuisine. In Fast 
food/slow food: The cultural economy of the global food system.
Richard Wilk, ed. Pp. 49-68. Altamira Press.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Status, class, and prestige comprise probably the most important area signaled by food. Jack Goody (1982) has shown systematically and in detail what many of us had more or less suspected: fancy cuisine is a product of social differentiation. Societies divided up into elites and commoners have a corresponding division of food. Elite groups always try to mark themselves off by consumption of special-status or prestige foods and upwardly mobile people try to rise in respect by being seen eating those foods.In regard to much of Africa, the middle class is often overlooked, instead privileging the food insecurity of the lower classes or the corruption and graft of the higher echelons of government and industry. In a piece by Delores Koenig, however, she works to make visible the largely invisible Malian middle classes through an examination of their cuisine. She explains that Malians are using their increasing buying power to demand new foods, stimulating other links along commodity chains. She found that Mali’s growing multi-ethnic middle class has developed an urban cuisine that draws upon its many ethnic traditions. Local production is now complemented by imports, and imported foods have come to be Africanized. The core of urban lunch and dinner, a starch with a sauce, is based on Malian tradition; a grain, which can be processed in a variety of ways, is served in a large bowl, with sauce poured over it. People eat communally from the bowl, each person partaking of the section closest to him or her. Some urban Malians will use spoons or forks, but many continue to use their right hand as their major utensil.Why the right hand?



Food and Socioeconomic Status – The Mali 
Case
Meni-meniyong (Malinese Sesame-Honey Sweet)
• Meni-meniyong is a wonderful Malinese

sesame-honey sweet. It's easy to make and is 
great for kids and adults alike.

Makes about 40 pieces
Ingredients
• •Sesame seeds -- 1 cup
• •Honey -- 1 cup
• •Butter, unsalted -- 4 tablespoons
Method
• 1.Preheat oven to 450ºF. Spread the sesame 

seeds on a baking sheet and toast in the oven 
for about 10 to 12 minutes. Remove and cool.

• 2.Heat the honey and butter in a small 
saucepan over medium-low heat, stirring until it 
bubbles and darkens somewhat, about 3 to 5 
minutes.

• 3.Stir the toasted sesame seeds into honey 
mixture. Spread the mass onto a buttered 
baking sheet to a thickness of about 1/4 inch. 
Cool until it is just warm and cut into finger-
sized pieces. Cool completely and serve.

Variations
• •For a tasty coating that will keep fingers less 

sticky, roll the candy in more toasted sesame 
seeds to coat after cutting it into pieces.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although there is indigenous West African rice (Oryza glaberrima), production of white rice (Oryza sativa) has become more common; the region also regularly imports rice, mostly from Asia. Urban Malians also buy tubers to replace the staple grain, especially plantains and cassava in a processed form known as attieke. People also eat potatoes, often as french fries; these may have been introduced by the French during the colonial period, but they are now grown in southeastern Mali. Imported pasta is also eaten. Sauce ingredients are more varied in urban areas as well; they are also more abundant and include more vegetables and more protein, either meat or fish. As noted, many urban households have begun to eat dishes not native to their ethnic group; for example, peanut sauce, considered to be a food of the Malinke, the first large-scale peanut growers, has become a national staple. Vegetable ingredients of sauces include tomatoes, onions, garlic, and okra, as well as leaves, eggplant, squash, and others. Many middle class consumers try to buy nonperishable products such as grains in bulk, but they continue to buy perishable foods on a daily basis, in part because of Bamako’s uncertain electricity supply. Even as fresh foods continue to be sold in open-air markets or by specialized bulk sellers, the number of small and medium-sized groceries has grown substantially.  What is most interesting for me is that foreign imports are often arriving in Mali and throughout West Africa from Asia and other rapidly developing economies suggesting “at least a partial decentering of economic globalization, as processors from newly industrializing countries move into developing country markets” (p. 57). These links need to be better understood. What this example shows is that food is often prepared in ways that mix ingredients of different origins, with significant action in the interstices between the global and the local environments. 



Foods Commonly Used

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The principle West African staple is a starchy mixture called fufu in Ghana (ugali in East Africa, see Ronnenberg). It is eaten with spicy sauces and condiments. The starchy mixture may be prepared from any cereal or starchy vegetable or root by pounding into a paste and then cooking with water like a cereal. It is eaten with three fingers of the right hand by forming the food into a ball then dipping into flavorful and spicy sauces. Rice, yams, cassava, plantain, corn, millet, or cocoyams may be used. More sophisticated versions may be formed into small cakes or fritters and fried, or formed into small balls and poached, then served as dumplings.The condiment sauces are skillfully prepared from locally available spices and herbs and often include onions, tomatoes, meats and bones, fish and seafood, and various root and green vegetables, even fruits, depending on availability. The use of fiery peppers and chilies of many types and distinct flavor and hotness is universal (serves as an excellent antimicrobial).Cookery methods rather than basic foods are what distinguish regional and ethnic dishes in West Africa. Foods may be cooked over open fires or in pits heated with stones. Commonly used cookery utensils include: perforated clay steamers, jugs and jars for storage, strainers, mortar and pestle, knives, enamel and clay and heavy iron cooking pots, wooden bowls and spoons, graters, and frying baskets. Grinding stones are used to mill grains; dried gourds and calabash shells are used as spoons and ladles – and many of these are beautifully decorated and carved. 



Environment and Economy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most basic determinants of foodways are environment and economy. Over time, people find and develop plants that provide the maximum nutrients for minimal input.  Historically, shifts in foodways often come from ecological or economic changes. Cow’s milk, goat’s milk, and sheep’s milk, taken plain or soured or in the form of curds and whey are used as available. Most often they are used for infants and young children as part of soups, gruels, and puddings. Fresh fruits are eaten in season everywhere as they are available, whether wild or cultivated. Especially plentiful are varieties of mangoes and bananas. Other fruits include the whole range of tropical and sub tropical fruits such as melons, oranges, coconut, papaya, palm fruit, avocado, and pineapple. Most popular vegetables include plantains, yams, spinach, and corn. Cultivated vegetables include many varieties of beans, cucumbers, tomatoes, onions, garlic, carrots, and potatoes. To these must be added the many local varieties of wild and indigenous roots, tubers, bush greens, and mushrooms. Most meats and fowl are tough and stringy (di terra) and require long, slow cooking with moisture, so are most often used in soups or stewed or braised dishes. It must also be noted that most women are experts at preserving whatever meat may be available by methods of salting, drying, pickling, and/or smoking. Fish and seafood are commonly only eaten close to their sources, such as in coastal areas or near lakes, streams or rivers. Varieties of nuts and seeds are used depending on local preference and availability but most popular are groundnuts, the African name for peanuts. They are used in soups, stews, and sauces, and as garnishes.



Food and Religion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Food is part of a natural cycle of death and decay.For the most part, West Africans adhere to Christianity or Islam and they still, to a greater or lesser degree, retain elements of traditional African religion, and many of their special occasions revolve around the season, planting, and harvesting as well as family-life rituals. The land itself has a quasi-religious value to most Africans. This fact alone helps to explain (in spite of forced religious conversion) many cultural and religious ceremonies and the deep emotions relating to the dignity of work and respect for ancestors. Land is not only the root of their culture and traditions, it also encompasses the whole realm of social relationships. For example, the kola nut is shared during the creation of social contracts and rice and rice flour are used on occasions of weddings and baptisms as a symbol of fertility and village life (through the pounding of the rice into flour in the mortar and pestle, a sound heard throughout rural West Africa). Work is done as much in honor of ancestors and of the system as it is to provide food Knowledge of these deeply embedded traditions may help the westerner to also understand the seemingly stubborn resistance to mechanization and even to tools that are upsetting age-old traditions, that can result in the pitting of one generation against another. Aside from the cycle of seasons and crops, birth, weddings, puberty and death, visitors alone are reason enough for a “special occasion,” and foods may seem festive merely because of the occasion. 



Food as a Public Matter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Food is normally a public matter (i.e., commensalism). In the vast majority of societies, eating is done in an open, sociable fashion. One eats with family, friends, workmates, or the general public. Feasts are wide-open, general invitation affairs. Food markets and restaurants are open to the world, and are often the centers of activity and life for the communities that support them. These markets are often arranged by gender.In most parts of West Africa, meals follow strictly specified rituals. At a very young age, children learn that handwashing and clapping of the hands must always precede meals. Children must be silent while adults eat; further, they must never beg for food. Men precede women, at meals but no one eats alone. Dining is always a group pleasure and a time for calm and serene enjoyment. 



Symbolic Food/Food Preferences

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Food is a symbol of comfort, home, and love. For all food culture, history and custom, and preferences, it will probably never be possible to separate “nature” from “nurture,” or what we instinctually crave versus what we learn to appreciate and crave. Learning, of course, greatly influences scent and taste preferences, for example, disgust must be learned. Smelly cheeses, spicy peppers, stinking beancurd, and fermented fish sauces can be culturally approved or rejected. Cattle are often more important as an investment and status symbol rather than as food. In Guinea-Bissau, the cattle are controlled by the elders of society and saved for funerals to aid in the rite of passage from being an elder to becoming an ancestor.



Food Rules and Communication

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Food is used in every society on earth to communicate messages. Preeminent among these are messages of group solidarity; food sharing is literally sacred in almost all religions and takes on a near-sacred quality in most families around the world. It carries messages about status, gender, role, ethnicity, religion, identity, and other socially constructed regimes. It is also used in even more fine-tuned ways, to mark or indicate particular occasions, particular personal qualities, particular hang-ups and concerns.Eating has its own rules; politeness and etiquette are concepts everywhere, though what is considered “polite” varies cross-culturally. Hospitality is considered of great importance and also follows a predictable ritual of handwashing, clapping, and the offering of food. Even if one is not hungry, to refuse would be an insult. Strongly held traditions concern local clan, family, and ethnic taboos: for example the eating of certain fish, eggs or parts of animals or fowl may be taboo, for the Muslims pork is forbidden. Hospitality in Guinea-Bissau can be illustrated through the common local expression ‘bem, no kome´, which translates to ‘come and eat’. Though such invitations are usually accepted even if only symbolically (i.e. one bite is taken by the invitee), refusals to accept this offer of hospitality get a standardized response, mata na Bolama (literally, ‘killed in Bolama’), which is in reference to a story in which someone starved to death on the island of Bolama because he or she was too proud to accept food from strangers.



Classifying Food

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Humans classify their world in order to simplify it. We thus rely on the simple rules noted by Immanuel Kant long ago (Kant 1978 [orig. pub. 1796]): the principle of aggregation and the principle of differentiation. We lump together things we find it convenient to think similar. We separate, very sharply, things we find it convenient. We have complex and detailed classifications of how the things that are fit to eat manage to fit together. Food habits usually make sense, but many are simply the fossilized record of past fads or historical accidents. 



Constructing Identity through Food

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Food communicates class, ethnic group, lifestyle affiliation, and other social positions. Food is available for management as a way of showing the world many things about the eater. More generally, food has its own meanings. At a deeper level, food may become a real part of one’s identity. Identity is often constructed and communicated with regard to foods. Regional specialties mark identity; people from the place in question often make a point of eating their specialty. Even if they do not, their “sense of place” is very much involved with the sense of taste. We are “consuming geographies,” as food geographers David Bell and Gill Valentine put it (1997). As we all know, nothing brings back a place, time, or occasion more powerfully than a scent or taste. To eat the familiar home food is to be at home, at least in the heart – as well as the stomach. The majority of rural West Africans customarily each one main meal a day and this is usually the evening meal. Infants are usually breast-fed on demand up to the age of two. Very young children are taught early that meat is a delicacy, but like other pleasures, they are also taught that they cannot always have everything they want. While food growing and harvesting is often done by the men, women are usually responsible for collecting firewood and water and for food preparation. So seriously are these daily tasks taken that young children perform play ceremonies enacting their parts as men and women of the household.



COMMODITY CHAINS
Part II



What is this?

Raw cashew nut in cross section. Photo credit: Eric Gaba

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/29/Cashew_Brazil_nut_cut.jpg


What do you know about cashews?



Where do they come from?

Brazil

Guinea-
Bissau

Indonesia

Vietnam

PhilippinesTanzania

Ivory 
Coast India

Benin

Nigeria

Mozambique



What is a commodity chain?
• A process used by firms to gather resources, transform 

them into goods or commodities and, finally, distribute 
them to consumers. 

• It is a series of links connecting the many places of 
production and distribution and resulting in a commodity 
that is then exchanged on the world market. 

• It is the connected path from which a good travels from 
producers to consumers.

• Underlying all commodity chains are people!



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Indigenous to the northeast coast of Brazil, the cashew evergreen tree  is a flowering plant  that has been harvested throughout the world for foodway, medicinal, industrial, and economic resources for more than 400 years. It was first recorded by Europeans in 1558.By the nineteenth century, the drought resistant cashew plant was found throughout West Africa where it was primarily used to combat soil erosion since it quickly establishes deep roots in well-drained, sandy soils (Alpern 1992:30). 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the receptacle of the cashew flower, a pear-shaped cashew apple develops, which can be eaten raw, juiced, fermented into a wine, or distilled into strong rum. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The cashew apple is rich in vitamin C and has a smooth, shiny, fragile skin that does not allow for easy transport.  The raw cashew nuts or processed cashew kernels are the main commercial products of the cashew tree. The kidney-shaped cashew nut has a heavy shell that contains a single seed covered in a skin.  Inside the double shell of the raw cashew nut is a caustic goo known commercially as cashew nut shell liquid (CNSL).  CNSL is used as an industrial raw material with more than 200 patents for industrial applications.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
A global demand for this versatile nut was slow in materializing due to processing difficulties.  The 1920s saw the first whisper of worldwide commoditization for the cashew nut.  By the start of WWII, American industrialization promoted the cultivation of this plant in Brazil to extract CNSL, as one of the few natural sources of phenol, an alcohol used as a synthesizing agent to help form a petroleum substitute for ammunition and rubber (Holanda 1971; see also Meaney-Leckie 1991: 318). 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since the 1940s, the international demand for cashew kernels has consistently risen with the U.S. remaining the largest importer.   In 2005, worldwide trade in cashew nuts exceeded $2.5 billion.  Today, more than 32 countries are trying to cash in on this billion dollar global industry including Guinea-Bissau.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Guinea Bissau is an amalgam of 1.5 million people in West Africa whose ancestors are described in the literature as refugees from the interior.  Ever since achieving independence from Portugal on September 14, 1974, the nation-state of Guinea-Bissau continues to undergo turbulent politico-economic upheavals and instability. My field site was the village of Kassumba, encompassing 689 people divided between six neighborhoods in the southernmost Cacine Sector of the Tombali Region. Twenty percent of Kassumba’s population is Islamic Nalú while 79 percent is spiritist Balanta immigrants from northern Nhacra. The Nalú claim territorial hegemony and are considered the patrimonial landowners of the entire Cacine Sector as its first inhabitants.



Kassumba

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Situated next to the Cacine River, the geography of Kassumba is characterized by low-lying alluvial mud deposits neatly divided into rice paddies; mangrove swamps; and arid, sandy expanses with intermittent palm groves and cashew and fruit trees.Cashews play a significant role in Guinea-Bissau’s economy.  As a generator of national revenue, cashews overtook all other exports from Guinea-Bissau including peanuts, fish, and timber by the 1980s. In 1983 as part of the implementation of a Structural Adjustment Program (SAP), Guinea-Bissau announced a development plan for the next three years in which increasing cashew nut production was a major initiative. From 1984 to 1994, the production of cashew nuts in the country expanded yearly at an average rate of 20 percent.  The raw nuts continue to generate approximately 85-90 percent of Guinea-Bissau’s export revenues annually (Boillereau, et al. 2007: 26; IRIN 2007e).  Almost all of the raw nuts exported are sold to India with more than 250,000 families participating in cashew farming (Macauhub 2008).



Guinea-Bissau today
• Read the article, “How India ruined an African country” 

(hundustantimes, October 1, 2012)
• What is going on in Guinea-Bissau today?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is estimated that as many as 85 percent of Guinea-Bissau’s total population is involved in agriculture out of necessity and opportunity (Indjai 2002: 92).  A 2004 comprehensive study of Guinea-Bissau’s cashew sector found that about 5 percent of the country’s total land area was committed to cashew production (Jaeger & Smith 2004). Small holders make up the core of this agricultural machine with an estimated 90,000 households cultivating plots of less than three hectares.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cashews have repeatedly been shown to be an ideal crop for smallholder production (Sahn & Sarris 1994: 296).  They were identified by a study of the agro-industry in India as a crop that met rigid criteria: (1) drought resistant, (2) easily processed locally, (3) little capital investment, (4) employ a large portion of both the rural and urban labor force, and (5) a lucrative market for the end-product (Meaney-Leckie 1991: 317).



Presenter
Presentation Notes
For many of these reasons, by 1992 in Guinea-Bissau, there were approximately four cashew trees per capita.  In my research village of Kassumba, I found 89 percent of the population was involved in the economics of cashews.  I calculated that the people of Kassumba harvested raw cashew nuts at an average rate of 48.28 kilograms per person.



2007 Raw Cashew Nut Harvest

Raw Cashew Nuts 

Harvested (kg)
Population kg/person

Guinea-Bissau 87,195,875.65 1,389,497 62.75

Kassumba 33,267 689 48.28

-Nalú 7,400 137 54.01

-Balanta 25,867 545 47.46

SOURCE: INEC (2007); Lundy (2007).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I found that there was also a difference in cashew production between ethnic groups in Kassumba.  According to my surveys, the Nalú harvested approximately 54 kilograms of raw cashew nuts per person while the Balanta gathered about 47 kilograms per person in 2006.  Therefore, the Nalú on average produced 13 percent more cashew nuts than the Balanta giving it a greater overall significance in their household economic strategy. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
These ethnic differences were reversed when it came to the alcoholic byproducts of the cashew apple with the Balanta relying more heavily on the production, consumption, and sale of cashew wine and kana.  My first clue about the Balanta’s reliance on the cashew apple came when I agreed to help a Balanta survey respondent collect the fruit in his orchard.  We stood in the shade of his ten fruit trees waiting for the cashew apples to fall to the ground so that we could collect them at the height of their ripeness.  We, however, were not alone.  Two pigs waited with us.  As a saturated fruit dropped from the tree, he and I would sprint off in search of this prize.  More often than not, by the time we found the apple, it was in the process of being devoured by a pig.  My estimates show that of the potential 169,137 liters of cashew wine from the village of Kassumba in 2006, at least 36 percent was utilized as juice, wine, or kana by the Balanta while the remainder went to the pigs so to speak.  I contend that these differences in economic patterns in relation to the cashew, the Nalú relying more heavily on the nut while the Balanta focused on the cashew apple, are suggestive of a niche-based strategy in which these ethnic groups are cooperating based largely on their cultural identities.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cashew farmers grow these nuts to exchange for rice since the cashew harvest coincides with the start of the lean months when rice stores are used up (Lekbert 1996: 1).  Ylva Lekberg warns, “What could happen is that the farmers over-estimate the cashew yield the following year and therefore only plant a small rice field” (1996: 17).  This agricultural shift is partially responsible for the fact that 36 percent of the country’s cereal needs cannot be met by local production (Barry, Creppy, & Wodon 2006: 74-75; IRIN 2006c, 2008). 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
An armed conflict between the sitting president, Nino Viera (seen here), and the country’s military destroyed much of the country’s infrastructure in 1998-99.   Then in 2005, floods ruined as much as 85 percent of the country’s rice paddies when high tides spilled ocean water over the dikes (IRIN 2006g, 2007a).   In addition, changes to the 2006 cashew policies in Guinea-Bissau led to traders leaving the country en masse.  Finally, “global consumption of cashews has declined, especially in the United States where food market analysts say health scares and nut allergies have cut demand” (IRIN 2006g). 



Rice-Cashew Exchange

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cashews are practically being given away, sometimes at rates of five kilograms of nuts to one kilogram of rice.  Some producers who are able to do so are still holding raw nuts from the previous year’s harvest.  I found that, what was once a profitable exchange, two kilograms of imported Asian rice for one kilogram of raw cashew nuts or at least one to one, is no longer the case. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
India, with the most processing plants for cashew nuts in the world.  Indian buyers ply the world looking for cheap raw nuts to be brought back to India for processing.  As buyers, India has held a virtual monopoly on the cashew market enabling them to push down the prices paid to wholesalers in countries such as Mozambique and Guinea-Bissau (Hanlon 2001). 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
For example, in 2007 producers in southern Guinea-Bissau only received $.20 per kilogram for raw cashew nuts while one kilogram of processed cashews was being sold for more than $4 in the U.S. (Boillereau, et al. 2007: 5). 
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Presentation Notes
Guinea-Bissau tried to fix the prices at which farmers could sell their cashews at 350 XOF per kilogram ($.70),  denying foreign access to local producers, forcing all shipments of nuts through the port in Bissau, and implementing a hefty export tax of 6 percent  (Barry, Creppy, & Wodon 2006: 69, 73). This was a price increase of 100 XOF ($.20) from 2005 partially instigated by political pandering to garner votes in the 2006 national elections (IRIN 2007a, 2007b).  These strategies, however, profoundly misfired and led to the mass exodus of Indian buyers and wholesalers such as the Singapore-based conglomerate OLAM,  the world’s largest supplier of raw cashews, leaving almost 19 thousand tons of nuts to rot in Bissau (IRIN 2006f, 2006g, 2007d, 2007f). 
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Presentation Notes
“According to Mr. Badji, ex-Minister of Agriculture, Indian firms get to buy cashew at prices well below the world market price.  He estimated that producers in the past may have received about 20-30 percent of the full export value of cashew at the farm gate, with 20-25 percent going to intermediaries, and 40-60 percent going to import/export companies. By July of 2007, Kassumba residents could wait no longer to sell their raw cashew nuts.  If the rainy season arrived, peoples’ entire harvest could be ruined by the moisture. Lamina, a Nalú who owned one of the largest cashew orchards in the area, told me that he traveled all the way to Bissau looking for the best price for his raw cashew nuts.  He ended up selling 2,000 kilograms of nuts for a mere $400.  If processed, these same nuts could have sold for as much as $9,040 in the U.S.
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Presentation Notes
Cashew agriculture has a strong grip on Guinea-Bissau.  During my time in Kassumba, a shift in household economic strategies was underway from a high reliance on cashews in favor of other activities; I anticipate a quick return to cashew harvesting, however, as soon as there is a rebound in prices paid to the local producers since cashews are lucrative and easy to grow compared with the alternatives. 





How can you use the concept of commodity 
chains in your own classrooms?

• Approaches?
• Resources:

• Wikichains
• Wikichains is a website that aims to encourage 

ethical consumption and transparency in commodity 
chains, by encouraging Internet users from around 
the world to upload text, images, sounds, and videos 
of any node on any commodity chain.

• Human Relations Area Files (HRAF)
• http://ehrafworldcultures.yale.edu/ehrafe/

http://ehrafworldcultures.yale.edu/ehrafe/


Questions



Thank You
Most of the comments in the notes sections of this 

presentation came from:

• Anderson, E.N. 2005. Everyone Eats: Understanding Food 
and Culture. New York: New York University Press.

• Barer-Stein, Thelma. 1999. You Eat What You Are: People, 
Culture and Food Traditions. Buffalo, NY: Firefly Books.
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